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1. Editor in Chief of GMJ Medicine, International Center for Intelligent Research, Tbilisi, Georgia.

GMJ Medicine is a continuous open access, online, peer reviewed journal owned and published by GMJ Medical Press, LLC in Germany from September, 2017. GMJ Medicine dedicated to publish good quality of research work in all areas of basic and clinical medicine. Scope of the journal includes: Biotechnology, Biochemistry, Structural Biology, Neurosciences, Genetics, Cellular and Molecular Biology, Developmental Biology, Molecular Medicine, Microbiology, Dentistry, Nursing and Allied Health Sciences, Pharmacy, Pathology, Anatomy, Pharmacology, Physiology, Toxicology, Surgery, Neurobiology and Neurophysiology.

We will be published manuscript with new and interesting topics in the journal. Another of our goals is to increase scientific productivity in the fields of medical and health sciences. All research articles submitted to GMJ Medicine should be original in nature, never previously published in any journal or presented in a conference or undergoing such process across the globe. All the submissions will be peer-reviewed by the panel of experts associated with particular field. Submitted papers should meet the internationally accepted criteria and manuscripts should follow the style of the journal for the purpose of both reviewing and editing.

The ethical policy of GMJ Medicine is based on the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE) guidelines and complies with International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) codes of conduct. The following guidelines should be read in line with the journal’s guide for authors. The statements confirm that confidentiality and fairness should be considered in all the GMJ Medicine procedures and interactions. Readers, authors, reviewers and editors should follow these ethical policies once working with GMJ Medicine. We are delighted to welcome all authors to the first issue of "GMJ Medicine". The publication frequency of GMJ Medicine is continuous. All articles will be published immediately after acceptance under one VOLUME annually.

The GMJ Medicine is an electronic journal which publishes the research works as well as reviews, case reports, documentaries and other acceptable formats of articles. We would like to express our great gratitude to all the authors for their excellent contribution to the journal and the reviewers for their efforts in starting up this journal. It is expected that with the efforts of the great editors of the journal we receive new research articles from all parts of the world. The next volume of the journal will be published in 2018 and each manuscript is expected to be published online as soon as it passes the peer review process.

All publications in the GMJ Medicine are in English. Authors whose first language is not English should make sure their manuscript is written in idiomatic English before submission.
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fore submission. Please write your text in good English (American or British usage is accepted, but not a mixture of these). GMJ Medical Press providing the language and copy-editing services to all articles. Authors who feel their manuscript may require editing to eliminate possible grammatical or spelling errors are encouraged to obtain such services prior to submission.

Authors are responsible for all costs associated with such services. By submitting an article, you ensure that your work has not been published previously, except in the form of a conference abstract or as part of a published lecture or thesis for an academic qualification. This implies that it is not under consideration for publication elsewhere and its publication is approved by all authors and responsible authorities where the work was carried out. It is highly important that if an acceptance is offered, your work will not be published elsewhere in the same form, in English or in any other languages, including electronically without the written consent of the GMJ Medical Press as the copyright-holder.

Authors should not submit the same manuscript, in the same or different languages, simultaneously to more than one journal (For further information please visit ICMJE Recommendation). Submission to GMJ Medicine occurs online. In addition the authors can submit their manuscript by email directly to the journal editorial office. All manuscripts must be submitted in the online submission system. Some authors prefer to submit manuscripts by email and some are not familiar with the online submission system, we may accept submissions by email or by Online Submission System.

In the first case, our technical personnel will enter the details and files associated with the manuscript into the online submission system for the authors. Please send the manuscript and required files (including title page and manuscript text) to the JMG Editorial Office at: (Info@gmjpress.de).

Please read the following instructions carefully and follow them closely to ensure that the review and publication of your article is as efficient and quick as possible. The editorial office reserves the rights to return manuscripts that are not in accordance with the GMJ Medicine instructions for authors. Once you have prepared your manuscript according to the instructions below, you can then submit your work via our online submission form.

During the submission procedure, authors are asked to provide: A. A statement that the manuscript has been read and approved by all authors; B. The name, affiliation, postal address, email address, telephone or fax number of the corresponding author who is responsible for negotiations concerning the manuscript; C. First and last name, email address and affiliation are also required for all contributing authors. Only those authors that their complete information has been submitted will be named in article's homepage once accepted. Once the manuscript is submitted, the corresponding author will receive an acknowledgement notification. For questions about preparation of manuscripts, submission and publishing process, please contact GMJ Editorial Office: GMJ Medical Press, LLC, Email: Info@gmjpress.de.